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Introduction
Hey there! Welcome to your super-friendly guide on making the most of your 

workspace with a little help from data. Remember when offices were all about 

cubicles and everyone had their own little corner? Well, times have changed! Now, 

we’re all about spaces that shift, change, and adapt to what businesses and their 

awesome teams need.

Space Utilisation in a Nutshell
What’s space utilisation anyway? It’s all about using every part of your work area 

wisely. It’s making sure the desks, meeting areas, and chill zones are working as 

hard as you are.

Why Data Rocks
Forget guessing games for office layouts. Data’s here to save the day! It helps us 

make smart moves, fix the lazy spots, and plan ahead, all to make workspaces that 

save cash, boost energy, and keep everyone happy.

This eBook is your go-to for making the most out of flexible workspaces with 

data—simple, fun, and straight to the point. Let’s jump in!
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Understanding Flexible Workplaces
Forget the old days of everyone stuck in one spot. Now, we’re all about flexible workplaces where things change to fit how we work best, not 

the other way around!

Workspaces Get 
a Makeover

Once upon a time, offices were pretty static—everyone had their 

spot, and that was that. But then, tech got better, and how we 

work started to change. Enter flexible workspaces: these places 

have a bit of everything, like open areas, shared desks, and even 

quiet pods, all to match different vibes and tasks.

Co-working
Spaces

Big shoutout to co-working spaces for showing us how 

awesome flexibility can be. They’re all about sharing space in 

a way that boosts creativity, productivity, and happiness at 

work, especially for freelancers and startups.

Why Flexibility Wins
Saves Money: Less space wasted means less money spent. 

Plus, flex spaces adapt as businesses shrink or grow—no big 

remodels needed.

Boosts Productivity: When folks can choose where and how 

they work best, they get more done and feel better doing it.

Good for the Planet: Using space wisely means we’re also 

being kinder to our Earth.

Keeps Everyone Happy: Flex spaces show that a company 

cares about its team’s happiness and balance, making peo-

ple stick around longer.

Sparks Creativity: When people from different areas bump 

into each other in these dynamic spaces, awesome ideas can 

happen.

Chapter 1
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Data Makes
Workspaces Better

Collecting the Data

Let’s talk about how cool data is in figuring out the best ways to 

use our workspaces. This chapter is all about using data to make 

our workplaces fit us like a glove.

First off, we need to grab some data to see what’s up. How to do it?

These little gadgets, like motion 

sensors, tell us who’s where 

and when. It’s like having eyes 

everywhere (but not in a creepy 

way).

This shows us how people 

move around the office based 

on where they connect to Wi-Fi. 

Pretty neat, huh?

Sensors Wi-Fi Tracking

Ever book a meeting room? 

Those bookings tell us a lot 

about which rooms are the hot 

spots and which are just col-

lecting dust.

Booking Systems

Yep, just asking people what 

they like or don’t like about the 

workspace gives us some

golden info.

What Everyone
thinks

Making sense of the Data
Got the data? Great! Now let’s turn it into something we can 

use. We’re looking for spots that nobody uses much, areas that 

are too crowded, and when the busiest times are. This part 

sounds techy, but don’t worry. Tools like FlexWhere come to the 

rescue with their dashboard that tracks occupancy and helps 

optimise space, making it super easy to see where everyone’s at 

and how to make the most of every inch of your space. Data’s 

our best friend when it comes to making our workspaces awe-

some. It helps us save money, get more done, and make sure 

everyone’s happy. It’s all about trying, learning, and tweaking as 

we go. Learn more about it in Chapter 4.

Chapter 2
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Key Metrics for 
Space Utilisation 
Efficiency

1. Occupancy Rate 

This is all about seeing how much of the space we’re using. If 

you’ve got 100 seats and 80 are usually taken, that’s an 80% 

occupancy rate. 

Real Data Example: A study in a co-working space found it was 

75% full during work hours. This shows lots of people want to 

use it, and maybe there’s room to fit more in or shuffle things 

around for better use. 

2. Peak Usage Times 

Figuring out when most people are using the space helps us 

plan better. If everyone wants in at the same time, we need to 

think about how to manage that. 

Real Data Example: An office noticed it was busiest between 10 

am and 2 pm. Knowing this, they could set up a schedule to

Let’s make space talk simple and fun! Knowing if your workspace 

is doing its best isn’t rocket science. Here are five easy-peasy 

things to look at:

make sure there’s enough room for everyone when they need it. 

3. Utilisation Efficiency 

This tells us if we’re making the most of the space we have. It’s 

about comparing how much the space is used against how 

much it could be used. 

Real Data Example: A tech company found their meeting 

rooms were used 60% of the time. This made them think about 

how to get those numbers up, maybe by changing how rooms 

are booked. 

4. Space Flexibility Index 

This looks at how easily we can change the space to suit dif-

ferent needs. It’s great for making sure our spaces can handle 

whatever we throw at them. 

Real Data Example: After an office brought in movable walls 

and furniture that could be rearranged, they could use the 

same space for lots of different things, from quiet work to big 

meetings. 

5. Cost per Square Foot 

This is about understanding the cost of the space versus how 

much we use it. It’s a good way to see if we’re getting our mon-

ey’s worth. 

Real Data Example: By rethinking how they used their space, a 

nonprofit managed to cut their real estate costs by 20%.

Chapter 3
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Implementing Data-Driven Strategies
Let’s dive into turning data into action to make our workspaces work harder and smarter. It’s about spotting where we can do better,

drawing up plans to make those improvements, and keeping things flexible.

Identifying Areas for

Improvement

First off, let’s look at the data to see 

what’s up:

• Underused Spaces: Got some ghost 

towns in your office? These spots 

are ready for a makeover or a totally 

new purpose.

• Overcrowded Areas: If some places 

are always packed, it might be time 

to spread out or add more resources 

to ease the squeeze.

• Inefficient Layouts: Clunky setups 

that block flow or cramp style? Data 

points us to smarter layouts that 

can fix that.

Developing Actionable Plans

With our improvement spots marked, 

here’s how we start fixing:

• Redesigning for Flexibility: Shake 

up the layout based on what we’ve 

learned from the data, making spaces 

more adaptable to our needs.

• Technology Integration: Bring in 

tools like digital booking systems or 

sensors that help manage the space 

more smoothly and comfortably.

• Policy Updates: Sometimes, a small 

tweak in how we use our space can 

make a big difference. Think about 

introducing or updating policies to 

help everyone get the most out of the 

office.

Continuous Monitoring 

and Adjustment

The job’s not done when the new plans 

roll out. We’ve got to:

• Gather Feedback: Regular check-ins 

with the team to hear what’s work-

ing and what’s not.

• Analyze Data: Keep an eye on the 

numbers to see the impact of the 

changes we’ve made.

• Iterate: Be ready to adjust and refine 

our approach based on what we 

learn from the feedback and data.

Chapter 4
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Benefits of Data-Driven Space
Utilisation
Here’s how using data can seriously upgrade our offices - saving cash, making everyone happier, and even being kinder to the planet.

By spotting and optimising spaces no one uses, we can 

reduce costs big time. Some places save up to 30% just 

by getting smart with their space.

Saving Money
Data helps us create spots that fit all our work needs, 

making us up to 15% more productive. Goodbye, noisy 

corners and hello, perfect work zones!

Boosting Productivity

Being efficient with our space isn’t just good for our 

wallets; it’s great for the Earth too. Some offices have 

cut energy use by 20% by being smart with their

setup!

Going Green
Happy teams stick around. Using data to tailor our work-

spaces means we’re all about making work feel good. 

Plus, comfy and well-designed spaces? Yes, please!

Keeping Everyone Happy

Chapter 5
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Summary:
Unlocking Workspace Potential
with Data
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Tools like FlexWhere give us a peek into usage without making a big 
deal out of it, making it easier to manage and optimise our spaces.

This guide is all about using data to make workspaces that not only 
work better but also make us feel good. Here’s to spaces that inspire 
and energise us every day!

Hint

Here’s the scoop on making our workspaces better with a dash of data magic:

Summary

     Flex Spaces Rock: Out with the old, in with flexible spaces 
that adapt to us.
     Data Tells the Story: It shows us how to tweak our spaces to 
fit our needs perfectly.
     Smart Tweaks: Using insights to spruce up areas, add cool 
tech, and make our work lives smoother.

     Wins All Around: More savings, more productivity, happier 
people, and a nod to Mother Earth.
     Always Improving: Keep listening to what the data and folks 
say to keep things top-notch.
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